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"Strength that you can
trust."

Magnador is a trusted and long-
standing brand in the burglar-
proofing industry, uncompromising
in our quality since 1989. 

We are the only company to make
use of a patented stainless steel
slamlock in our gates, providing extra
durability and security.

Our products are designed and
manufactured to your specifications
to ensure that you get the best
burglar-proofing solutions for your
home.

Driven By
Integrity
Powered By
Ingenuity

No room for aluminium
when steel is 3x denser!

Our standard offers you 9 features that
make the gate unique.

These features provide you with
benefits which are crucial to the
structural integrity of a trellis gate.
Without them the gate is vulnerable,
which does not meet our standards.

Rest assured knowing that strength
and quality are part and parcel of the
design.

View our warranty

REQUEST A
QUOTE:

The Alphador Standard draws its
strength in part from an all-steel, fully
framed construction, which is also
competitively priced to aluminium gates,
offering you real value for money.

https://www.magnador.co.za/pricing/#pricing-form
tel:0219310150
tel:0114342625
tel:0317084594
https://www.magnador.co.za/
https://www.magnador.co.za/
https://www.magnador.co.za/warranty/


1) All tracks have Dutch bends with a 180-
degree fold for greater strength, improved
paint adhesion and resistance to corrosion.

2) Stronger steel roller bearings & Axles which
are both sealed are used in the top track - no
plastic/nylon wheels!

3) Only exterior polyester powder coating
used - These powders provide high impact
strength, good durability, weather resistance
and corrosion protection which enhance
product appearance and feel. We offer you 10
different colours for you to choose from.

4) The bottom track has a low profile shape
with Dutch bends (180-degree fold) for
greater strength. Not all companies make
use of this extra security feature. We also
offer tracks sunken into the floor.

5) The metal zinc-cast guides are specially
designed to hook into the bottom track. They
are also powder-coated to match the colour
of your Alphador.

6) We are the only company to use tempered
rolled hardened cross bracing, more than 2
times stronger than ordinary steel. 3 rows are
fitted on an Alphador standard reveal height.

7) The locking cylinder has a off-center cam
making it far more difficult to dislodge the
cylinder. Few companies use this extra
security feature.

8) We protect our locks with our standard
channel covering. The channel has Dutch
bends with a 180-degree fold for greater
strength.

9) The patented stainless steel slamlock
engages into the lock-bar which is fastened
to the wall as well as to the top and bottom
tracks, making it all the more resistant to
tampering. The lock is a Trigger Slam Lock
with automatic dead lock function. This
means the door can be slammed closed and
the lock is dead-locked in one swift action.
When deadlocked, the lock cannot be
sprung back without a key.

Features that countThe Alphador Standard
(For medium-risk areas)


